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i. abstract

This article examines the unexplained complex of stone structures north of Fisher House at the in-
tersection of French Road and the old main road. Through a geographic and historical survey, an 
attempt is made to recreate the reason behind the construction of these significant structures. Sev-
eral possibilities are advanced, with the most likely explanation being the construction of a irriga-
tion and agricultural complex used for the cultivation of delicate crops.

ii. introduction

The combination of time and nature is the humbler of man. Our ancestors’ marks on the earth are 
quickly obscured by the gentle and inevitable shaking off of nature’s artificial adornments. As such, 
even structures that may have been active sites not more than a century ago slide back into mystery 
past their abandonment. Hours and years of hand effort to shape the land and orchestrate it ac-
cording to manmade design—entire livelihoods of generations—become, over not so many years, 
inconsequential irregularities in nature’s design.

It is intriguing to look on the structures of the past and speculate into the reason that men poured 
so much effort into creating them. Nowhere is this more true than in the forested landscape of New 
England. The social, economic, and demographic history of New England has dominated the story 
of its landscape history over the past several centuries, as several generations of farmers reconfig-
ured the landscape on a grand scale, only to abruptly vanish as soon as the shifts of modernity dic-
tated otherwise. This is at least in some measure so interesting because of its relative recency: the 
ghosts of human habitation haunt nearly every corner of every New England forest, their traces oc-
cupying some intermediate area between a dead civilization and an adolescent landscape.

The history of this era of occupation is in many ways even more fascinating than its natural history 
alone. Looking at sites where humans lived and toiled not long ago—in some cases, recently 
enough for our grandparents to remember them—it is difficult not to be struck by a litany of ques-
tions. The obvious natural questions are the first tier: how did this site grow back into forest from 
pasture; how have soils and ecosystems been altered from their prehuman states; how have ecologi-
cal patterns like nutrient levels been affected? But beyond that lay questions about why humans 
chose to expend their energies in such a way in the first place, and what they possibly could have 
been doing. Historians have long been taken to explaining the world’s ancient monuments. The 
sites of the New England forests are monuments on a micro scale, and thus a more directly human 
level. Coming across a stone structure in the forest, it is difficult not to marvel at the energy and 
skill necessary for its construction. It is then striking to realize that behind that work stood a New 
England farmer who spent time and effort producing it for some reason. Rebuilding the historical 
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landscape seeks to answer questions about those reasons and fashion a living record of our forests 
that incorporates their most recent inhabitants.

This survey is focused on a site just north of the Fisher House of the Harvard Forest that sits on the 
borders of the Forest’s property. At the intersection of the old main road through Petersham and a 
path called French Road lie the foundations of an old inn and its associated barn. These, alone, are 
not particularly remarkable—stone foundations are present in the thousands across New England. 
Behind the inn’s remains, though, is a more striking structure: an extensive retaining wall and dam 
structure that at first glance appears to be channelling water in some manner. Past that is a further 
retaining wall and a series of mounded alterations to the terrain. These are all significant struc-
tures: they were clearly built at great effort and care. And yet at first observation they seem to have 
no obvious use. Even a casual glance at the site begs for curiosity. What could this structure possi-
bly be for?

This is the central question that this survey attempts to explain: why did the previous inhabitants of 
French Road Inn construct a significant stone structure? To answer this, there are many contingent 
questions that must be asked: what was the purpose of this structure? When was it built? How re-
cently was it abandoned? Who lived at French Road Inn, and did it ever change hands? What was 
going on in the land around the inn and the structures?

As an unsolved structure sitting on the Harvard Forest’s property, it is important to understand 
what happened on this site in order to have a broad understanding of the institutional history of 
Harvard Forest. Even more, though, it is important to look at the structures of the past not just as 
static piles of rock and rubble, but as the last indicators of a vanished civilization, and one much 
closer to ourselves than any Egyptian pharaoh or Aztec priest. Sites like the one at French Road rep-
resent the yeoman’s history of New England, and to piece together the reasons behind the remnants 
are of interest not just from a scientist’s and historian’s perspective, but from a New England citi-
zen’s.
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iii. methods & survey area

The site is less than a mile north of the Harvard Forest’s Fisher House, along the road that was once 
the main route through Petersham. This road runs uphill, then returns down again and intersects 
with French Road, which runs into Route 32 to the west and continues into the Harvard Forest to 
the east. The area of study is in the zone to the northeast of this junction, bound by French Road to 
the south and east, by the old main road to the west, and by an area of high land to the north. The 
entire area of survey is just at the 2006 border of the Harvard Forest, on land acquired within the 
last decade.

An extensive field survey was conducted on 29–30 April 2006 with the intent of producing a highly 
detailed map of the area. Surveying was completed with a metric measure and a compass adjusted 
to the appropriate declination. All stone structures and other major manmade features were meas-
ured and plotted. Qualitative observations about vegetation and artifacts were also recorded. A se-
ries of soil pits were dug by shovel in order to gain a record of the past use and quality of the soils. 
Extensive photographs were taken on the site and their locations and direction of view recorded. 
David Foster, John O’Keefe, and Glenn Motzkin provided access to the Harvard Forest archives in 
order to obtain modern maps, historical maps, and historical records of the area. Extensive cartog-
raphy was done to produce a meter-accurate map of the area using Adobe Illustrator CS and 
MapStudio. Further, David Foster, John O’Keefe, Glenn Motzkin, and David Orwig were consulted 
in order to discuss possibilities for the use of the site and compare the site to existing sites with 
similar architecture.

iv. results

Maps.

The following detailed map was produced, and overlaid onto several topographical and historical 
maps. Map 1 is the master plan, surveyed in the field to meter accuracy. Map 2 overlays a reference 
to the photographs and soil pits dug on the site. Map 3 overlays the topographical map of the 
Harvard Forest. Map 4 overlays the USGS topographical map with data from the November 1937 
Works Progress Administration survey on land use. Map 5 overlays the “Stone Walls of Petersham” 
map that is located on the second floor of the Fisher Museum.
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4. Channelling wall (typical), backfilled behind.

5. Watercourse along channelling wall.

6. Channelling wall terminating in Bridge B.

Photographs.

Photographs are numbered and referenced on Map 2, “Locations of photographs and soil pits.”

Photographs taken on 29 and 30 April 2006.

1. Bridge A showing culvert.

2. All of Bridge A and culvert under.

3. Vernal pool behind Bridge A.
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10. Channelling wall just downstream of B.

11. Watercourse entering Bridge C.

12. Bridge C showing culvert.

7. Watercourse upstream from Bridge B.

8. Groundmat ferns growing in backfill.

9. Bridge B showing culvert.
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16. Mounds below retaining wall.

17. Path running west of retaining wall.

18. Terracing evident west of retaining wall.

13. Looking across Bridge C.

14. The retaining wall.

15. Western edge of retaining wall.
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22. Looking up at stream split.

23. Stream running into wall along road.

24. Wall junction along main road.

19. Watercourse just downstream of Bridge C.

20. Possible diversion of watercourse.

21. Rock mound downstream of diversion.
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28. Inn foundation from southwest corner.

29. Inn from east. Cellar steps at foreground.

30. Mound of bricks and other material.

25. Bricks at wall junction.

26. Day lilies.

27. Bulbs.
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34. Entrance markers to barn (highlighted).

35. Retaining wall at R; inn in distance at L.

36. Bridge A from a distance.

31. Well with later cement addition.

32. Rocks indicated possible woodshed.

33. Barn foundation from the west.
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40. Small path leaves French Road.

41. Stone walls near spring.

42. The spring, with stone addition.

37. Cairn on major stone wall S of French Rd.

38. Oddly-angled walls near Bridge A.

 39. Looking up-
stream from Bridge C.
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Soil pits.

Map 2, “Locations of photographs and soil pits,” references pits A, B, C, D, and E. Pit A was dug into 
the top of a typical mound below the retaining wall. The soil was very rich and almost entirely ho-
mogenous, with very little clay composition until the very bottom of the 0.7-meter deep hole. Pit B 
was dug into a trough between two typical mounds. It was similar to Pit A, with significantly rich 
soils and a high degree of vertical homogeneity. Its soils were slightly lighter than those in Pit A, 
however. Pit C was dug in the young forest uphill from the retaining wall. It exhibited an extremely 
distinctive plow layer of very rich soil, beneath which was an thick level of orange, clayish soil. Pit D 
was dug into the litter on the bed of the vernal pool. The soil in it was uniformly decomposed or-
ganic material and spongy soil. Note that this pit was not as deep as the others due to the water 
saturation in that location. Pit E was dug into the backfill area just above the channelling wall. The 
soils in it were also extremely rich, although no plow line was apparent. The soils in E were slightly 
denser than the soils in A, B, or C. 

43. Looking down into the spring.

44. Looking downstream in the evaporated bed.

45. Young pine forest atop hill.

46. Iron pipe emerging from mound.
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Historical record.

Note: all errors appear duplicated from originals.

The following excerpt was produced from Mann, George S, History of Petersham, The Petersham 
Historical Society; 21 February 1968.

“The next farm on the rise going up Bennett Hill and after passing Mr. Lehman’s house is the one 
belonging to the French family. Seventy years and more it belonged to a wealthy resident by the 
name of Henry Ward, whose father was Elisha formerly of Shrewsbury. This Ward married a sister 
of John Sanderson, Sr., his neighbor. They had two sons. John Ward, who resided at Montague and 
died many years ago, he had a son who died young. Also two or three daughters who resided at 
Montague. This Henry Ward was one time a merchant in Shutesbury, was a very shrewd business 
man. He lost goods by thieves and set a trap to catch them and really broke up the gang. He went to 
the Governor and told them to he was going to join the gang of thieves to try and bring them to 
trial. He did so and went around with them and the same time finding some of his goods. After he 
came out and had them convicted he was in fear of his life ever after.”

The following excerpt was produced from Wilder, Charles K., Some Reminiscences Concerning the 
People and Homes of the North Part of the Town of Petersham, May 1919.

“The next place on the old road is the French place, occupied by the French family for many years. 
It was known earlier as the Ward place. The Ward family moved to Montague, where descendants 
still live. It was next called the Col/Sweetzer place. (Before that, when the Wards lived there, it was a 
tavern, according to Mrs. Battersby) After Mr. Sweetzer, William Mann lived there a while. Then 
Timothy French and his son, Almond moved there. They were the first of my recollection. It has 
been occupied by some of their descendants until recent years. I believe it is now owned by the es-
tate of the late William B. Bennett (Owned by Mrs. R. T. Fisher, 1935) Almond French was twice 
married. There were three or four daughters by the first marriage. There is but one living, Mrs. El-
len Drury of Athol, whose huband, George W. Drury, died last summer. Mr. French’s second wife 
was Lucy Ball. One son, William Almond French, lives on Long Island, N.Y. and the other Fred, in 
Athol. The girls died young. (unoccupied 1935)”

The following excerpt was produced from Coolidge, Mabel, History of Petersham, Hudson, MA: 
Powell Press; 1948.

“On the north end of Bennett Hill the French place was taken down in 1936. It was one of the early 
taverns of the town, occupied by three generations of the Ward family, built in 1764 by Captain El-
isha Ward younger brother of Major General Artemas Ward of Shrewsbury, and later occupied by 
Samuel Switzer. When purchased by Almond French in 1846, there were long logs, west of the 
house, hollowed out as feeding places for cattle and horses.”
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Other qualitative observations.

Several artifacts were discovered on the site. Most notable was an iron pipe of 20th-century design 
emerging from a mound below the retaining wall (see photograph 46). This pipe runs under two of 
the lower mounds before terminating. A large amount of brick was found, mostly near to the inn, 
although there were some scattered farther away (see photograph 25). A mechanized harvesting 
machine was found near the barn. A large number of buckets were found near the barn and inn. 
Large hoops from wheels were found behind the inn and near the barn. Various other metal arti-
facts, most of them seemingly dating from the 20th century, were found in the area just adjacent to 
French Road. 

The terraces to the west of the footpath that leads north from Bridge C continue for a long while, 
perhaps a hundred meters, until reaching a significant vernal pool which is transected by a large 
stone wall. This lies outside of the Harvard Forest’s property.
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v. discussion

Before speculating on what exactly the French Road complex was used for and why exactly it was 
built, it is useful to look first at what is known for sure. It is clear that the main structure of the 
complex was a house that was also used as a tavern. The relatively intact nature of the foundation 
and the quality of its construction indicate both that the structure was quite old and that it was 
dismantled only recently. The historical record supports this, saying it was built in 1764 and dis-
mantled in 1936. We know, then, the basic ownership of this property: it is attached to a fairly stan-
dard farmhouse of the period. Mann’s record indicates that the owners of the house were quite 
wealthy, which is collaborated by the quality of the foundation.

It is also fairly certain that the structure just northeast of the inn was a barn. It is provided with 
good access to the road, and the internal divisions and general crudeness of the building do not 
indicate a lived-in structure. It was a necessity for an inn to have a barn or stable associated with it, 
especially if the inhabitants also made an income off of farming. Moreover, the existence of exten-
sive farming equipment near to this foundation confirms that this was almost certainly used in a 
storage function.

The site lies along what was once the main road from Petersham north into Athol. As such, this 
property would have sat on a relatively major commercial route, which makes sense given that it 
was used as a tavern for many years according to the historical record. The soil evidence makes it 
clear that this site is abnormally rich, and was almost certainly used for farming, especially on the 
high area north of the retaining wall.

We also know from the historical record that at the time of the 1937 WPA survey the area was still 
in an early regrowth stage at the time of that survey. The assessment by the WPA surveyors that the 
site was split between ‘potentially marketable timber’, ‘stony pastureland’, and ‘orchard’ indicates 
that the plot had only been recently converted back to forest in 1937. The record showing that the 
house was destroyed in 1936 supports this.

It is also clear that the stone complex behind the inn had some immediate function with the water-
course that runs through them. Although at the time of the survey the flow of that watercourse was 
negligible, it is likely that in a deforested environment or in wetter years that a more significant flow 
would travel through that channel, beginning from the spring in the upper northeast corner of the 
survey area, running through the stone system, and then outflowing under the road and down to 
the northwest.

Further, it is evident that there were no other major buildings on the site. There are certainly no 
other significant foundations beyond the inn and barn, and given the thoroughness of the field 
survey, it is unlikely that any smaller structures were missed. Thus, oddly enough, the inn and barn 
seem to be the only major structures that are associated with the stone complex behind.
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Beyond this, though, there are no clear answers as to what the complex was designed and used for. 
We will look at several possibilities, each with its merits and problems.

Possibility one: a mill?

The most obvious answer to structures crossing a stream and impeding its flow would be that the 
structures were built to harness water energy for the powering of a mill. This was not at all un-
common for New England farmers; in order to supplement their farming income they would often 
set up a small saw mill. These operations were typically more practical than commercial. 

Here, the extent of building seem to indicate the major water altering project necessary to power a 
mill. Bridge A could just as likely be called a dam as a bridge, and its construction is on a massive 
scale. Bridge A is the most significant of all the bridges, and with its embankment and vernal pool 
behind, it seems almost certain that it functioned at least somewhat to control the flow of water 
through this channel. It makes sense that the owners of this property might have wanted a seasonal 
mill that would operate to fill the farm’s need for processed wood. 

However, a number of problems make that scenario unlikely. Most damning of all is the lack of any 
mill structure to speak of. The mill would need to have been quite close to Bridge A in order to be 
very effective. However, there is no trace of a building anywhere in the area. If the owners were to 
go through significant construction to build a dam system, it is unlikely that they would build a 
shoddy, foundationless mill.

Moreover, while Bridge A appears to be contracting the waterflow, the way the entire structure is 
built does not make sense for a mill operation. The outflow beyond Bridge A cannot be a raceway, 
since a wall was built only on one side. Water coming out of a holding pond would have sluggishly 
crawled down the watercourse, making any sort of mill operation difficult. Furthermore, a mill 
does not explain the two lower bridges, which seem to have some water control function but none 
consistent with a mill operation. And, finally, while there certainly would have been more flow in 
the watercourse given a deforested environment, it still cannot have been very significant. Any mill 
operation would have been seasonal at best, and could likely not have operated more than a hand-
ful of times each year. The extent of the construction does not seem to match up with this: the 
structures are built and were maintained to a quality far superior than that necessary for a one-off 
operation.

Possibility two: a route?

Another possibility is that Bridge A’s dam function was only subsidiary to its function as a stream 
crossing, and that it really was primarily designed as a bridge. In keeping with this theory, the two 
lower bridges could also have been stream crossings and the channelling wall a device to keep the 
upper ground dry and safe for passage. 

Certainly Bridge A is wide enough and well-built enough to allow traffic across it. Also, Bridge C 
has a path leading north from it up the hill and then south towards the barn. Bridge B also could 
have been used to access the backfilled area behind the channelling wall. 
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The surroundings of Bridge A are the major failure to this theory: it terminates on its southeast end 
in a steep rocky hill divided from French Road by a stone wall. It is difficult to walk up this slope, 
nevertheless try to drive animals or a cart up it. It is impossible to think that French Road and 
Bridge A could have formed a continuous path. 

Moreover, while all three bridge clearly must have been used at least to some extent for stream 
crossing (especially Bridge C which lies on the link between the bridge and the retaining wall com-
plex), it seems unlikely that the owners would have built three structures for nothing but this pur-
pose. 

Possibility three: cosmetic?

Yet another possibility is that the entire structure was built merely to turn a natural streambed into 
something more controlled and visually appealing. The channelling wall certainly achieves the ef-
fect of dictating where the stream is able to go, and the backfill behind it creates a flat, manicured 
plain. The existence of honeysuckle and barberry in this area—invasive species brought in by 
farmers for mostly cosmetic reasons—indicates that the owners had at least some eye to landscap-
ing their property. Lower in the stream, it is evidence that some care was taken to divert the stream 
away from the road. It is not difficult to imagine the entire complex as a giant landscaping project. 
We know at least that the Wards were quite wealthy, and it is certainly possible that they simply 
wanted the wetland behind their house to be a bit more manicured. The idea of “swamp” to the 
nineteenth century mind was certainly a distasteful one.

This theory could also explain the retaining wall and the mounds. If the entire complex was to 
achieve a controlled environment, these could very well have served as rows of tended plants. 

The major failure with this theory is that it is just so out-of-place given the context. Even if the 
Wards were wealthy, it seems unlikely that they would have gone through the significant effort to 
build structures like Bridge A for the pure purpose of blocking off the view of a wetland. Great ef-
fort was put into building those structures. Why would the Wards or the Almonds build and main-
tain an extensive complex just to beautify their land? After all, this land was certainly in at least 
some active farming. Unless the owners were particularly obsessed with the aesthetic quality of 
their farm—to the extent where they would divert resources from tending the farm towards mak-
ing it look nice—seem out of place in the nineteenth-century New England frame of mind.

Possibility four: agricultural support?

A further possibility is that the entire complex was built as a sort of primitive irrigation-and-
terracing system in order to support a mode of agricultural that was perhaps somewhat more deli-
cate than just standard field farming. The site sits on extremely rich soils as evidenced in the sam-
ples and it lies along a major route. It is possible, then, that the entire system was designed in order 
to control the limited supply of water to the site and create growing conditions for sensitive crops. It 
is also possible that the “long logs, west of the house, hollowed out as feeding places for cattle and 
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horses” help to explain the north-south terraces west of the retaining wall (although they are not 
necessarily to the west of the house).

The mounds just below the retaining wall must have almost certainly been used for growing some-
thing. The soil was obviously introduced onto the site and tended well. The pipe running under-
neath the mounds indicates additionally that these were irrigated in some fashion.

Could all of these structures be related to each other? Even if there was not enough water in the wa-
tercourse for it to function as a mill, there still might have been enough to serve as a source of irri-
gation. The youth of the forest in the high area north of the complex indicates that this area was 
abandoned recently, and the indication of ‘orchard’ on the WPA map confirms that this area was 
used for some sort of intensive agriculture even as recently as the 1930s. At the point of the WPA 
map the area had probably just been abandoned (perhaps with the Great Depression as the final 
dispersion of the last New England farmers). Is it possible that this site was used for extensive farm-
ing up until that period, and in part was so successful because the owners had shaped the land into 
the shape they needed?

There is certainly a significant amount of evidence to suggest this. The existence of mechanized 
farming equipment artifacts in the area of the barn suggest that this site was indeed used for sig-
nificantly intensive farming practices. The piping leading in the direction of the watercourse can 
only have been used for irrigation purposes. 

The existence of vegetation species such as the apple tree above the retaining wall and honeysuckle 
and barberry below it, as well as currants, day lilies, and bulbs near the inn, show that the owners of 
this farm made significant impact on the species layout of the site. 

If the explanation of the long terraces as feeding troughs is also correct, than it paints a picture of 
the French Road Inn as somewhat of an agricultural metropolis, with an extensive network of water 
control structures to irrigate rich soils and a system to feed animals (perhaps those belonging to 
patrons of the inn). The path leading north towards those terraces certainly provides a link in this 
system. Moreover, the existence of a stone structure around the upstream spring suggests that the 
owners were indeed concerned about the flow of water to the site and wanted to ensure that it 
would continue unimpeded.

In the end, there are several problems with this theory, such the scarcity of stone walls on the high 
area, but in the end it seems to be the most likely. The owners were clearly building this significant 
structures in order to tame the environment, and it was likely that they were doing it for some agri-
cultural utility rather than just idle ends.

Thus, we can recreate a French Road complex that was somewhat of an agricultural poster-child, 
which may have helped explain its continued success through the beginning of the twentieth 
century. These structures were likely built in order to supplement what was already a multifaceted 
operation, and to allow for the cultivation of crops which required more sensitivity than offered in 
a large field.
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